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Photo taken in
Botswana’s Okavango

Delta, shows a 
photographer 

collecting an image of
an elephant 

foraging for food.

Options range from the traditional
group tours - people of all ages and
interests sharing vehicles, lodging and

meals - to customized luxury trips built
around singles, couples, family groups or oth-
er self-selected combinations pursuing their
own interests.

But when you add it all up, the best safaris
for the money generally are those tailored pri-
marily for photographers. Photo tours may be
priced slightly higher than the traditional
treks but then they provide more value. Some
aspects to consider: Fewer travelers per group
means you can go more places. When partici-
pation is limited to as few as a half-dozen
people, everyone has a window seat and an
opportunity to find the right camera angle.
More hands-on instruction is available from
the expedition leaders, many of whom are
professional photographers.

Photo tours move at a slower pace. Every
person has a chance to get that cover photo
for his or her album. Operators of photo
tours use different modes of transportation
ranging from safari vehicles and dugout
canoes to helicopters and small planes. That
provides dramatic wildlife viewing no matter
what the terrain.

Many photo tour outfitters provide camps
in leased areas known for their unique wildlife
abundance rather than simply supplying
hotel rooms near nature preserves. Game
drives originating from these private lease-
holds mean less viewing congestion from oth-
er safari vehicles when animals are spotted.

Shopping for a wildlife safari is like taking a multiple-choice exam. You know the right answer is there on the page some-
where but they all seem so appealing. Most safari operators guarantee face time with animals and birdlife but those assur-

ances come with varying degrees of viewer comfort, species diversity and proximity.

Aerial photo taken from a helicopter
shows an elephant making its way

across mixed Okavango Delta terrain
during Botswana’s dry season.


